In/)I ^ZsupiA/i a€cT(to).
i Let G be a group acting on M. We denote by x° the transform of xGMby^GG. We assume that, for a fixed g, the mapping x->x° of M is of class C°°. Then for any ƒ G C" (M), the function/': x->f(x g~l ) is again in C?(M) and if T is a distribution, the mapping T°: f-*T(f°~l) (fEC? (M) ) is also a distribution. We say T is invariant (under G) if I*= T for all gGG. Now G operates in a natural way on the spaces 2 of differential operators and differential forms on M. For example if D is a differential operator, D°f=(Df°~1)° (/GC c e0 (M), g&G). Fix a (real) differential form cc on Jkf of degree w which is invariant under G and which is everywhere positive (with respect to the given orientation of M). Then for every differential operator D on M, we define its adjoint D* to be the (unique) differential operator satisfying the relation Let © be a distribution on G. We say that it is invariant if @* = © (xGG) and that it is an eigendistribution of 3 if *® -xW® (sG<8) for some homomorphism % of S into C. 4. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and Q C its complexification. Let G c be the simply connected complex-analytic group corresponding to g c . Assume that G is the real analytic subgroup of G c corresponding to g and rank G -rank K. Fix a maximal connected abelian subgroup A of K and let a denote its Lie algebra. Then A is a Cartan subgroup of G and A' = AC\G' is open and dense in A. Let ct c denote the complexification of a, P the set of all positive roots (under some fixed order) and W the Weyl group of (g c , ct c ). Then there exists an analytic function A on A such that It is obvious from its definition that ©5^0. Hence we can choose bÇz&K such that ©b^O. Let V be the smallest closed subspace of L%(G) containing @ b , which is invariant under the left-regular representation X of G. Then VT^ {O} and it is easy to show that V is the orthogonal sum of a finite number of subspaces which are all invariant and irreducible under X. This shows that each of the corresponding irreducible representations belongs to the discrete series.
Define 0^ = 0 if â is a singular element of A and let § be the smallest closed subspace of L 2 (G) which contains every C 00 eigenfunction of 3 
lying in L 2 (G). For any fE.C?(G) and xGG, let f x denote the function y-*f(yx) (y&G).

THEOREM 4. The series converges absolutely and the function lies in ^p. Moreover the Haar measure of G can he so normalized that ƒ-ƒ# is orthogonal to &for every fÇzC?(G).
Theorem 4 shows that our method gives the entire discrete series.
5. The proofs of these results are rather long. We shall only give a brief outline of the main steps in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. As before, let g c be the complexification of the Lie algebra g of G and S(g c ) the symmetric algebra over g c . G operates on g c by means of the adjoint representation. Let I(g c ) be the subalgebra of all invariants of G in 5(g c ). Now we take (in the set up of §1) M= g and oe the differential form corresponding to the Euclidean measure dX on g. This is proved by induction on dim g. Let 91 be the set of all «XTGô such that ad X is nilpotent. The most important step in the proof of Lemma 1 is the following result. In order to obtain Theorem 1, we have now to lift the result of Lemma 1 to the group. For this one needs the following fact. 
